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Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a heterogeneous neurodevelopmental condition characterized 
by social impairments and restricted, repetitive behaviors.  Despite its growing prevalence, ASD 
remains poorly understood.  One explanation for its social symptoms that has gained prominence 
in recent years is the Social Motivation Theory, which proposes a reduced motivation for social 
engagement as the underlying cause of impaired social functioning in ASD.  While typically 
developing individuals find social interaction inherently rewarding, this theory suggests that 
people who develop ASD do not experience the same attraction to social stimuli and therefore 
miss out on critical social learning opportunities, hampering the development of social skills.  
However, testing this theory has been impeded by the lack of standardized measures to assess 
social motivation, particularly in ways that allow for meaningful comparison across species; 
though animal models of ASD are widely employed to investigate neurobiological mechanisms, 
their utility to explain a behaviorally defined disorder such as ASD is limited without adequate 
 ix 
methods assess comparable behavioral phenotypes.  Therefore, in this dissertation I present two 
novel behavioral assays validated in human toddlers and genetic mouse models respectively, 
which aim quantify the social orienting and social reward components of social motivation.  In 
my first study, I adapt a simple behavioral test from prior work in dogs to assess social attention 
during object engagement among young children with and without ASD.  I demonstrate that this 
brief play session pitting a high-interest object against the innate draw of social engagement can 
serve as a rapid, feasible measure of social orienting and that children with ASD show reduced 
social interest compared to typically developing peers.  In my second study, I design an add-on 
device to allow delivery of social contact as a reward in the classic operant conditioning assay 
and demonstrate that mice will exert effort to obtain this social reward.  I present preliminary 
evidence suggesting that the value of social reward may be differentially affected by two ASD-
associated mutations, based on initial data from genetic mouse models harboring mutations in the 
Nf1 and Shank3B genes.  Together, these findings in both human subjects and mouse models 
provide some support for the Social Motivation Theory but suggest a more nuanced revision may 
be needed to account for the apparent variability in social motivation among ASD genetic 
liabilities.  Moreover, these cross-species measures of social motivation will enable more 








Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1  The Social Motivation Theory of Autism 
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder known for its 
characteristic social deficits.  Current estimates suggest it affects as many as 1 in 54 children in 
the U.S., with a dramatic increase in prevalence over the last few decades.1  Diagnostic criteria 
for ASD specify “persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction” combined 
with “restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, or activities” which must be present 
early in development.2  The manifestation and severity of these symptoms varies greatly and may 
include associated features such as language impairment and intellectual disability.3  Despite the 
significant impact of ASD on adaptive functioning for many individuals, treatment options 
remain limited and often ineffective, addressing symptoms rather than underlying causes.4 
The etiology of ASD remains poorly understood and appears to be highly heterogeneous. 
It is well established that ASD has a strong genetic component, with heritability estimates of 0.8-
0.9.5  Hundreds of genes have now been implicated in the disorder, including both highly 
penetrant rare variants and numerous common variants that have smaller additive effects.6,7  In 
addition, a number of monogenic syndromes have been identified which show high comorbidity 
with ASD, such as Neurofibromatosis type 1, Fragile X syndrome, Rett syndrome, and tuberous 
sclerosis.3  The mechanisms by which these disparate genetic mutations lead to the development 
of ASD remain unclear, though a variety of hypotheses have been proposed.  
Broadly, these various explanations argue for a primary deficit in either social cognition 
or social motivation – do children with ASD have impaired social abilities that lead to reduced 
interest in social interaction, or do they have impaired interest in social interaction leads to  
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reduced ability?  The latter explanation, known as the Social Motivation Theory, posits that the 
social symptoms of ASD are fundamentally due to a lack of social motivation.8  This explanation 
suggests that infants with ASD do not find social stimuli rewarding, and therefore become 
disengaged from the social world at an early age, causing them to miss important developmental 
experiences.8–10  The less that children participate in social interaction, the less opportunity they 
have to develop typical social abilities; as they get older, their limited social skills further 
exclude them from social opportunities.  This cascading effect leads to the characteristic social 
impairments of ASD in later childhood and adulthood.   
Thus, in this model, it is the early lack of motivation to engage socially that causes 
impairments in social cognition and functioning, rather than the reverse.  Evidence for this theory 
must then demonstrate a reduction in social motivation among individuals with ASD compared 
to typically developing (TD) individuals, and also, that this reduced motivation leads to impaired 
social abilities.  Although studies have increasingly begun to investigate the motivational aspects 
of social behavior, the findings thus far have often been ambiguous or contradictory.  The utility 
of the Social Motivation Theory to explain the underlying mechanisms of ASD remains an open 
question, and thus motivates this dissertation. 
In this introduction chapter, I will discuss the importance of social motivation in typical 
development, review the evidence for its disruption in ASD, and describe what is currently 
known about its neural mechanisms.  I will then review the use of animal models to enhance our 
understanding of social motivation in typical and atypical development and argue for the 
importance of a greater focus on truly translational cross-species assays.  Lastly, I will describe 
how my dissertation work begins to fill this gap through the development of two novel social 
motivation assays in humans and mouse models respectively. 
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1.2  Social Motivation in Typical Development 
Typically, social species such as humans find social interaction inherently attractive and 
rewarding.  Our attention is easily captured by social stimuli such as faces, human speech, and 
biological motion – in fact, newborn infants show a preference for face patterns over scrambled 
or inverted versions, direct eye contact over averted gaze, speech over non-speech sounds, and 
biological motion over random movement.11–14  Toddlers prefer to perform tasks collaboratively 
rather than alone, and from an early age children exhibit prosocial behaviors such as helping, 
sharing, and comforting others.15–17  Adults value social rewards such as praise and smiles in 
economic decision-making tasks and will exert effort to view social images.18,19  Throughout our 
lives, we are powerfully motivated to engage with the social world around us. 
It has been suggested that these many facets of social motivation are critical to the 
development and maintenance of healthy social functioning.8  More broadly, humans have 
evolved to find social interaction rewarding as it promotes evolutionarily adaptive behavior such 
as cooperation, resource sharing, and greater access to potential mates.8,20  According to the 
theory proposed by Chevallier et al.,8 the construct of social motivation includes three facets: 
social orienting, the attentional prioritization of social stimuli in the environment; social 
reward, the intrinsic value placed on social experiences; and social maintaining, the effort 
expended to foster and enhance social relationships.  Driven by these three interrelated motives, 
TD individuals are innately drawn to participating in social experiences, which in turn shapes the 





1.3  Behavioral Studies of Social Motivation in ASD 
Growing evidence supports the idea that these motivational processes may be disrupted in 
individuals with ASD.  A diminished tendency for social orienting to faces is so common in 
ASD that the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria include “abnormalities in eye contact” among their 
examples of characteristic social deficits.2  This reduced social attention has been demonstrated 
in numerous eye-tracking studies, including abnormal gaze patterns during viewing of social 
scenes and reduced social looking time during side-by-side presentations of social vs. nonsocial 
stimuli.21–23  These deficits are especially pronounced in studies that employ dynamic video 
stimuli as opposed to static images,24 and when scenes include multiple people interacting.23,25,26  
Reduced social attention has also been observed in other modalities – young children 
with ASD often fail to orient to auditory social stimuli such as clapping or being called by 
name27 and do not show the typical preference for speech over non-speech sounds.28,29  Notably, 
deficits in social orienting appear in the first year of life before the onset of other ASD 
symptoms30–34 and predict ASD symptom severity on a variety of measures, including social 
competence,35 socio-communicative skills,36 and social cognitive abilities37 – thus supporting the 
direction of causality proposed by the Social Motivation Theory.  
The second aspect of social motivation, social reward value, is more difficult to directly 
measure as it does not inherently have a behavioral output the way social orienting does; 
however, a number of studies have found evidence for its disruption in ASD as well.  Most 
simply, individuals with ASD show atypical preferences for social vs. nonsocial stimuli in 
choice-based experiments, such as reduced interest in viewing human faces over objects or 
geometric shapes, compared to TD children.38,39  The “choose-a-movie” task developed by 
Dubey et al.40,41 takes this approach a step further by requiring participants to exert different 
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degrees of effort (i.e. multiple key presses) to access each choice; individuals with ASD exerted 
more effort to view objects than smiling faces with direct gaze, whereas TD participants showed 
the opposite preference or worked for both equally. Social preference in this task was also 
negatively correlated with autistic traits in the general population, for viewing both faces and 
biological motion.42,43  
To assess social reward value independently, another study quantified the number of taps 
that children made on a touch-screen tablet to reveal a social or nonsocial video clip, with the 
required effort increasing on a progressive ratio reinforcement schedule; children with ASD were 
more willing to work for nonsocial than social stimuli, and this bias was significantly different 
from TD children.39  In a joystick-based approach/avoidance task, children with ASD were less 
likely to approach smiling human avatars than their TD peers.44  Other studies have adapted 
neuroeconomics approaches to further probe the value of social rewards, such as incentive delay 
and reinforcement learning tasks, many of which show the same pattern of reduced social reward 
salience among individuals with ASD.45–47  Interestingly, a recent study in a general population 
sample demonstrated that social rewards can influence future attentional orienting, and the 
degree of this influence correlated with quantitative autistic traits – lending support to the idea 
that reduced social orienting in ASD may be driven by this diminished social reward value.48  
The social maintaining aspect of social motivation is also difficult to assess behaviorally, 
but several measures have been suggested as a proxy for the desire to form and sustain social 
relationships.  Prosocial behaviors such as helping and sharing are thought to enhance social 
bonds and may be diminished in children and adolescents with ASD.17,49  Moreover, children and 
adolescents with ASD are less likely to use reputation management strategies compared to TD 
populations, including flattery and adaptive self-presentation.50,51  Adults with ASD do not 
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appear to be susceptible to the “audience effect” that causes TD individuals to increase prosocial 
behavior, such as charitable donations, in the presence of an observer.52,53  However, these 
findings may also reflect deficits in social cognitive abilities and/or social skills rather than a 
lack of motivation and are therefore difficult to conclusively interpret as supporting the Social 
Motivation Theory. 
Finally, a number of observational and interview-based measures have attempted to 
quantify social motivation across its three domains.  The Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS), a 
well-established measure of reciprocal social behavior,54 contains a social motivation subscale; 
this 11-item caregiver-report questionnaire has consistently shown the predicted deficits among 
children and adolescents with ASD as compared to both TD and intellectually disabled 
populations.55–57  Interestingly, this measure of social motivation was found to strongly predict 
social skill for children with ASD but not their unaffected siblings or unrelated TD peers, 
whereas cognitive ability was universally related to social skill outcomes.57 
A more recently developed caregiver-report measure, the Stanford Social Dimensions 
Scale (SSDS), includes a factor analysis-derived social motivation subscale which similarly 
revealed lower motivation among children and adolescents with ASD compared to both TD 
participants and those with other clinical diagnoses.58  Another such metric, the social approach 
subscale of the Pervasive Developmental Disorder Behavioral Inventory (PDDBI), includes 36 
caregiver-report items which correspond to social orienting (e.g. child looks when name is 
called), social seeking (e.g. child seeks affection from caregivers or siblings), or social 
maintaining (e.g. offers help when others are in need of assistance); using this score as a proxy, 
social motivation of two-year-olds with ASD was found to predict their later functional language 
ability.59  Lastly, the Social Motivation Interview (SMI) was published this year as the first 
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standalone assessment of social motivation in children with ASD; this 23-item interview is 
administered by a clinician and includes both child and caregiver report of various behaviors 
related to social motivation.60  
While these various behavioral and questionnaire-based measures provide an important 
foundation of evidence for the Social Motivation Theory of ASD, they are limited to the realm of 
outwardly observable behavior.  Some approaches, such as caregiver- and self-report, are 
potentially confounded by response bias and subjectivity; but even in more objective measures 
such as eye-tracking, substantial interpretation is required to draw conclusions about motivation 
from these behavioral outputs.  Moreover, such approaches are unable to probe the underlying 
neurological mechanisms of these processes.  Thus, recent studies have also begun to employ 
more direct techniques such as neuroimaging to investigate the neural circuitry of social 
motivation and how it may be altered in ASD. 
 
1.4  Neuroimaging and Biophysical Studies of Social Motivation in ASD 
It is well established that the corticostriatal circuit – which mediates the rewarding value 
of food, money, sex, drugs of abuse, and other reinforcing stimuli – plays a similar role in social 
reward.61  A recent meta-analysis of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies 
compared standard monetary incentive delay tasks to equivalent social incentive delay tasks, in 
which subjects win positive social feedback rather than money; this analysis revealed 
considerable overlap in the brain regions activated by both types of reward anticipation, notably 
including the ventral striatum (VS) and ventral tegmental area (VTA), both well-known for their 
roles in reward processing.62  As with monetary rewards, the degree of striatal activation 
correlates with the magnitude of the social reward.63  Other studies have found increased 
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corticostriatal activity in response to cooperation, making a good impression on others, and 
simply viewing social stimuli such as faces.61  
 For individuals with ASD, the Social Motivation Theory would predict hypoactivity of 
this corticostriatal reward circuit in response to social rewards.  Several studies have indeed 
observed reduced striatal response to social rewards in ASD subjects as compared to TD peers, 
during both implicit learning and incentive delay tasks.64–66  Individuals with ASD also showed 
reduced VS activity during a two-player domino game when they believed they were playing 
against a human opponent, but not when playing against a computer.67  Interestingly, activation 
in a cluster of motivational regions (including VS) during viewing of biological motion was 
highly correlated with behavioral treatment response among children with ASD, such that greater 
pre-treatment activation of these regions predicted a greater reduction in symptom severity.68   
In addition to these fMRI studies, several other biophysical techniques have been 
employed to investigate reward processing in ASD subjects.  Event-related potentials (ERPs) 
associated with social reward anticipation were reduced in ASD compared to TD participants,69 
and their magnitude was negatively correlated with autistic traits among a general population 
sample.70  During a guessing game task that provided social or nonsocial feedback, ERPs 
associated with both reward anticipation and outcome showed smaller responses in children with 
ASD compared to TD peers in the social feedback condition, but were equivalent in the 
nonsocial feedback condition.71,72  This paradigm also revealed EEG abnormalities in 
participants with ASD compared to TD peers, including reduced anticipatory activity during the 
social feedback condition.73  
In another physiological approach, skin conductance response (SCR) was found to be 
attenuated during viewing of a social stimulus among children with ASD,74 and greater 
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differences in SCR to nonsocial vs. social stimuli were correlated with higher autistic traits in a 
general population sample.75  Another study used pupillary dilation as a measure of reward 
responsiveness to faces, and while TD children showed significantly increased pupillary 
diameter in response to smiling faces with direct gaze, children with ASD lacked this response.76  
Thus, ample evidence for the Social Motivation Theory of ASD exists across a various of 
neuroimaging and biophysical methods. 
 
1.5  Competing Hypotheses 
 Despite the considerable body of evidence described above, other studies have revealed 
conflicting findings that raise questions as to the utility of the Social Motivation Theory.  Within 
the behavior literature, the eye-tracking evidence for reduced social orienting in ASD appears to 
be somewhat variable depending on the types of social stimuli employed, as well as participant 
characteristics such as age, sex, and cognitive ability.25,77–79  Whether any social attention 
impairments include reduced orienting to eyes and/or faces specifically is also a matter of 
considerable debate.78,80  Moreover, the presence of nonsocial distractors, and the specific types 
of nonsocial stimuli employed, may also significantly affect social orienting.81–83  
Evidence for diminished social reward value among individuals with ASD is also mixed, 
with one 2018 review concluding that only 15 of 27 behavioral studies supported the Social 
Motivation Theory.84  Again, these discrepancies are likely related to methodological differences 
and/or variability among the populations studied; for example, a significant majority of the 
reviewed studies employed static images of faces as social rewards, which may not accurately 
reflect responses to naturalistic social stimuli.84  Even the limited literature on social maintaining 
in ASD is conflicting, with a few studies reporting that individuals with ASD do show evidence 
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of reputation management85,86 and that ASD-diagnosed children may exhibit similar helping and 
cooperative behaviors to their TD peers.87,88   
 The neuroimaging and biophysical literature is equally inconsistent.  Several studies that 
found striatal hypoactivity to social rewards also observed similar results for nonsocial rewards, 
suggesting global reward processing deficits rather than social specificity.64,66,69  Indeed, a 2018 
meta-analysis of fMRI studies concluded that subjects with ASD show diminished activation in 
reward circuitry during processing of both social and nonsocial rewards.89  However, it has been 
suggested that many of these experiments may be confounded by their use of money as the 
nonsocial reward, due to its social connotations and relatively abstract value; thus a few studies 
have employed other types of nonsocial stimuli such as images of food, which showed 
comparable striatal activation between TD and ASD groups,90 and images or video clips related 
to circumscribed interests, which showed intact or even elevated striatal responses among ASD 
as compared to TD participants.91,92  A few other fMRI studies have investigated neural 
responses to social and nonsocial attentional cues with similarly mixed results.93,94  
In response to these diverse findings, an assortment of competing hypotheses and 
variations on the Social Motivation Theory have emerged.  It has been proposed that individuals 
with ASD may have general motivational impairments rather than deficits limited to the social 
domain.89  Alternatively, it has been suggested that the reduced response to social and some 
nonsocial rewards reflects a motivational imbalance in which greater value is assigned to certain 
nonsocial stimuli, specifically those related to the intense interests common among individuals 
with ASD.95  Other explanations suggest difficulties modulating attention in response to differing 
social contexts,96 or point to aspects of the social stimuli such as familiarity that may affect their 
salience for individuals with ASD, though again these findings are mixed.97–100  Participant 
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characteristics likely play a role in the observed heterogeneity as well, particularly cognitive 
ability,77 sex differences,101,102 and diagnostic comorbidities.103  Thus it appears a more nuanced 
investigation of the Social Motivation Hypothesis of ASD is needed to account for this 
considerable variability. 
 
1.6  The Role of Animal Models 
The conflicting results described above highlight the challenges of studying such a 
complex, heterogeneous disorder in human subjects.  These obstacles are exacerbated by the lack 
of standardized metrics to assess social motivation – one review noted that among 27 behavioral 
studies surveyed, 16 different experimental assays were employed.84  More generally, clinical 
studies are limited in their ability to explore underlying biological mechanisms and conclusively 
demonstrate causality.  Therefore, the use of animal models is a crucial complement to human 
subjects research, enabling more homogeneous subject populations and experimental 
manipulations critical to investigating causality, mechanisms, and potential targets for 
intervention.104–107 
Mice are the most commonly utilized model organism in ASD research, due to their 
relatively low cost, convenience in a laboratory setting, and ease of genetic manipulation.  They 
are also a social species, displaying a variety of spontaneous social behaviors such as huddling, 
following, sniffing, allogrooming, scent marking and communicative vocalizations, as well as 
parental, sexual, and dominance behaviors.108,109  Thus, numerous mouse models of ASD have 
been developed over the past few decades, including genetic models that recapitulate mutations 
found in human subjects, inbred strains that show spontaneous social deficits, and in utero 
exposure models that simulate environmental ASD risk factors.110  Given the high heritability of 
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ASD, genetic models are particularly advantageous.  These animals may contain mutations in 
genes associated with syndromic ASD, or in candidate genes that are thought to collectively 
increase polygenic risk for idiopathic forms of the disorder.111  Many of these mouse models 
show ASD-relevant behavioral changes compared to their wildtype (WT) littermates, including 
social deficits and repetitive behaviors; however, as in human populations, their manifestations 
appear to be highly heterogeneous.112–117  
Although a variety of assays have been developed to assess social behavior in mice, few 
directly address social motivation.  Most commonly, mouse sociality measures investigate social 
preference or approach behavior, as in the three-chamber social approach task developed by 
Crawley et al.118  Variations on this task also probe social memory and preference for social 
novelty.118  Other approaches involve scoring the social behavior of freely interacting animals, 
such as in the context of juvenile play, adult reciprocal social interaction, or homecage group 
dynamics.119–122  While some studies do claim to use these assays as a proxy for social 
motivation, they are likely confounded by many other factors ranging from anxiety to locomotor 
perturbations.  Such measures are useful to obtain a general picture of sociability, but they are 
insufficient to examine more specific constructs such as social motivation.   
Therefore, a few recent studies have begun to employ novel tasks specifically designed to 
test social motivation.  Social conditioned place preference (CPP) assays measure the extent to 
which an animal prefers to spend time in an environment associated with prior social interaction, 
based on the classic CPP paradigm used to measure the rewarding properties of drugs of 
abuse.123–126  As expected, several mouse models of ASD have shown reduced conditioning to 
social interaction compared to WT mice126–128 and CPP studies have also revealed valuable 
mechanistic insights into neural circuitry underlying social motivation.124,126,129–131  However, the 
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social CPP assay has proven difficult to replicate across research groups and appears sensitive to 
numerous factors including characteristics of the test animals, stimulus animals, conditioning 
cues, and housing environment.132,133  Combined with ongoing debate over the interpretation of 
CPP data generally,134 social CPP is clearly insufficient as a sole measure of social motivation in 
mouse models of ASD. 
Several other studies have attempted to measure social motivation in terms of the effort 
an animal will exert to obtain social contact.  An assortment of such tasks have been developed 
for other reward types and/or rodent species – rats traversing increasingly steep ramps to access 
sucrose,135 mice climbing increasingly high barriers to access food pellets,136 and Syrian 
hamsters pushing open increasingly heavy doors to access conspecifics137 – but their application 
to social rewards in mouse models of ASD has been limited.  One recent study assessed 
motivation by placing the social stimulus in an aversive context (bright, open, elevated areas) 
and demonstrated that two mouse models of ASD were less likely to seek social contact under 
these conditions compared to WT littermates.138  However, this assay is likely confounded by 
nonsocial factors and does not provide a quantitative measure of reward value, only a relative 
preference for seeking a social interaction versus avoiding an anxiogenic environment.  A more 
promising approach is social operant conditioning, in which the effort to obtain a social reward is 
quantitatively measured via lever-press or nose-poke responses.  Although a few studies have 
applied this technique to assess social motivation in mice,139–141 social operant conditioning has 





1.7  The Need for a Translational Approach 
Thus, despite the utility of animal models, their potential to interrogate social motivation 
in ASD remains largely unrealized.  Aside from the limitations of current social motivation 
assays, as described above, the field is sorely lacking in translational studies that directly relate 
these metrics to parallel assessments of ASD symptomatology in human subjects.142,143  As Der-
Avakian and colleagues stated in a recent review, “Animal procedures are necessary that may be 
readily translated into analogous human tasks. Similarly, novel human tasks [...] should be 
designed to assess behavior objectively using non-verbal communication. Ideally, moving 
forward, animal and human behavioral assessments [should be] developed in parallel [and] as 
analogous as possible.”142  Without such cross-species approaches, mouse models cannot 
meaningfully inform our understanding of a uniquely human condition such as ASD. 
The work described in this dissertation attempts to bridge that gap by developing novel 
quantitative measures of social motivation explicitly designed to be translatable across species.  
In my first study, I validate a new measure of social orienting in human toddlers that builds on 
prior social orienting studies in canids.  In my second study, I design a task to quantify social 
reward value in mice, based on classic social operant assays employed across many species 
including human subjects.  Social orienting and reward are emphasized over the maintaining 
component of social motivation due to the many factors confounding interpretation of social 
maintaining behavior and its lesser prominence in the literature.144  In the concluding chapter, I 
address the larger context of this work, including its implications for future translational ASD 
research and the importance of seeking autistic perspectives to further inform our understanding 
of social motivation in ASD.  Lastly, I consider the current base of evidence for the Social 
Motivation Theory and propose several directions for future inquiry. 
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Chapter 2:  Social Attention During Object Engagement: 
Toward A Cross-Species Measure of Preferential Social Orienting 
 
Adapted from: Weichselbaum C., Hendrix N., Albright J., Dougherty J.D., Botteron K.N., Marrus N., and Constantino 
J.N.  Social Attention During Object Engagement: Toward A Cross-Species Measure of Preferential Social Orienting.  
Manuscript in revision, Journal of Neurodevelopmental Disorders. 
2.1  Background 
Within hours of birth, humans preferentially orient toward social stimuli in their 
environment.  Newborn infants show greater attention to faces and face-like patterns1,2 and 
speech over nonspeech sounds.3  Infants also demonstrate a preference for faces with direct 
rather than averted gaze,4 for biological motion over scrambled movement,5 for their native 
language over others,6 and for their mother’s voice compared to other voices.7  As children grow 
older, this social attentional bias promotes the development of joint attention and communication 
skills8 and is hypothesized to represent an aspect of social motivation, the drive that compels 
social species toward affiliative and cooperative behaviors.9  
Children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD), a neurodevelopmental condition 
clinically defined by social communication deficits, show significant impairments in social 
orienting.  Consistent with clinical observations of reduced eye contact, eye-tracking studies 
have revealed that children with ASD spend less time attending to social stimuli compared to 
controls, particularly looking less toward eyes and faces.10,11  Children with ASD are also less 
responsive to auditory social stimuli, including name-calling, clapping, and snapping.12,13  
Disturbances in social orienting may precede the onset of ASD – retrospective studies of home 
videos have found that infants later diagnosed with ASD show reduced attention to social stimuli 
in the first six months of life,14 and at twelve months they attend less to people, orient to their 
names less frequently, and show impaired joint attention compared to both typically developing 
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(TD) peers and those with intellectual disability.15,16  It has been hypothesized that early deficits 
in social orienting may cause children to miss critical opportunities for social learning, leading to 
the socio-communicative difficulties characteristic of ASD .9,17  However, this causality is 
difficult to demonstrate in humans, and such studies are rarely able to examine the biological 
underpinnings of social orienting. 
Animal models of ASD present a promising opportunity to explore biological 
mechanisms of the disorder, yet there have been few attempts to develop cross-species measures 
for the core social features of ASD.  Social orienting appears to be evolutionarily conserved 
among affiliative species such as chicks, dogs, and nonhuman primates, which all show a 
preference for faces of conspecifics18–20 and biological motion.21–23  Eye-tracking studies in 
young macaques have also found that attention to social stimuli predicts later social abilities24 
and is diminished by ASD-associated perturbations such as maternal immune activation.25  Brain 
regions responsible for processing social stimuli such as biological motion are similar between 
humans and nonhuman primates,26 supporting the potential utility of animal models to explore 
neural mechanisms of social orienting.  The Social Responsiveness Scale, a human measure of 
quantitative autistic traits, has recently been adapted for chimpanzees and macaques,27,28 further 
underscoring the feasibility of cross-species social behavioral phenotyping.  Moreover, a recent 
study in domesticated dogs used a competing-stimulus approach to reveal conserved genetic 
underpinnings of social behavior. In this study, the degree to which dogs referenced a human 
social partner versus a highly engaging nonsocial distractor was associated with structural 
variants in several genes within the canine ortholog of the Williams-Beuren Syndrome locus; in 




While only a few human studies have employed this competing-stimulus approach to 
assess social orienting, they have shown promising results.  When toddlers were given a tablet 
displaying video clips, children with ASD were less likely to re-orient toward an experimenter 
calling their name compared to TD and developmentally delayed controls.30  In another 
experiment, six-month-old infants at high risk for ASD made fewer spontaneous looks toward a 
caregiver than low-risk controls when presented with a musical toy.31  Several eye-tracking 
studies have employed similar strategies, displaying social and nonsocial images side-by-side 
and revealing greater attention to the nonsocial stimulus among subjects with ASD compared to 
TD controls, particularly when the nonsocial stimulus is related to the child’s interests.32,33  
These studies suggest that a highly engaging nonsocial object pitted against the innate draw of a 
social partner can reveal the relative attentional value of social versus nonsocial stimuli. 
In the present study, we applied a similar strategy within the naturalistic context of a brief 
play session, in which social orienting was assessed in terms of children’s attention toward freely 
available social and nonsocial stimuli.  Specifically, we analyzed video clips from the “free play” 
section of the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS), a semi-structured diagnostic 
assessment for ASD.34,35  We isolated segments in which the child was actively engaged with 
preselected high-interest toys and then coded the frequency of the child's gaze toward that object, 
the examiner, and the caregiver during this period of toy engagement.  
This method allowed us to leverage existing datasets to efficiently quantify Social 
Attention During Object Engagement (SADOE), analogous to the genetically informative 
measure previously employed in other species.  We hypothesized that, as observed in the canine 
study, the presence of a highly attractive nonsocial object competing with the attentional draw of 
a social partner would provide sufficient dynamic range to capture individual differences in 
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social orienting, and that children with ASD would show less social orienting on average than 
their typically developing peers.  
 
2.2  Methods 
Participants:  A sample of 45 toddlers enrolled at the Washington University in St. 
Louis site of the Infant Brain Imaging Study (IBIS) were included in this analysis.36  Since IBIS 
is a prospective study of infant siblings at low and high familial risk of ASD, participants were 
classified into three groups: low-risk typically developing (LR-TD), with no diagnosis of ASD 
themselves or among any first-degree relatives; high-risk typically developing (HR-TD), with an 
ASD-diagnosed older sibling but no ASD diagnosis themselves; or high-risk ASD (ASD), with 
both an ASD diagnosis and an ASD-diagnosed older sibling.  Each of these three groups 
consisted of 15 children (5 females, 10 males), who were selected for this analysis based on the 
availability of a valid video recording of the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) 
conducted at the 24-month study visit.  All other measures were collected at the same visit.  
Diagnoses of ASD were made by an experienced clinician using a clinical best estimate 
diagnosis based on all available information from the 24-month IBIS behavioral battery and 
observations during in-person assessment, including the ADOS.  Testing, video, and interview 
data were reviewed by a second experienced clinician to confirm that criteria for an ASD 
(Autism or Pervasive Developmental Disorder NOS) were met using the DSM-IV-TR checklist 





Table 2.1  Sample characteristics.   
 LR-TD HR-TD ASD 
Age in months 24.4 (0.4) 24.8 (1.6) 24.5 (0.6) 
Males/Females 10/5 10/5 10/5 
ADOS total score 1.3 (0.7) 1.2 (0.6) 6.1 (1.8) 
ADOS social 
affect score 1.8 (2.1) 1.7 (1.2) 11.9 (4.8) 
CSBS total score 103.5 (12.3) 100.9 (15.0) 74.1 (12.8) 
CSBS social 
composite score 48.4 (5.9) 46.6 (6.6) 25.2 (11.8) 
ELC score 107.3 (12.7) 99.6 (14.1) 74.9 (17.8) 
 
Mean (standard deviation).  N = 15 per group for ADOS, N = 14-15 per group for ELC, N = 11-13 per group for 
CSBS.  ADOS, Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule; ELC, Early Learning Composite score from the Mullen 
Scales of Early Learning; CSBS, Communication and Symbolic Behavior Scales.  LR-TD, low risk typically 
developing; HR-TD, high risk typically developing; ASD, autism spectrum disorder diagnosis. 
 
 
Measures:  Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS).  The ADOS is a semi-
structured play-based assessment of social interaction, communication, play skills, and restricted 
interests/repetitive behavior characteristic of ASD.34,35  All participants received Module 1 of the 
ADOS or ADOS-2, administered by a certified examiner with a caregiver present in the room.  
ADOS scores were calculated at the time of testing for both social affect and restricted 
interest/repetitive behavior domains.  Higher scores indicate greater ASD-related impairments. 
Communication and Symbolic Behavior Scales Developmental Profile, Behavioral 
Sample (CSBS).  The CSBS behavioral sample is a semi-structured assessment consisting of 
interactions between the examiner and child that are designed to elicit specific social and 
communicative behaviors.  This measure is appropriate for children with a functional 
communication age between 6 to 24 months old.38  Composite scores are calculated for Social, 




Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL).  The MSEL is a developmental assessment 
battery that provides an index of general cognitive development in young children ages birth to 
68 months old.39  Its five subscales target skills in the areas of receptive language, expressive 
language, visual reception, fine motor, and gross motor; the Early Learning Composite score 
(ELC) reported here is the sum of the first four subscales, providing an overall developmental 
standard score.  Lower scores indicate less advanced cognitive development.   
Behavioral Coding of Social Attention during Object Engagement:  Coding was 
adapted from an existing canine behavioral assay of human-directed social attentional bias, an 
aspect of hypersociability associated with the domestication of dogs.29  In this task, dogs and 
captive wolves were presented with an opportunity to extract a sausage (a highly attractive 
nonsocial stimulus) from a puzzle box, and their gaze toward the experimenter (a competing 
social stimulus) was coded.  To translate this competing stimulus approach for use in children, 
we applied a similar coding scheme to quantify the child’s gaze toward social partners during 
play with a highly engaging toy. 
Three interactive toys from the standard ADOS materials set were selected as focal toys 
due to their wide appeal and ability to elicit a high level of object engagement.  These included a 
musical pop-up toy, musical piano toy, and animal sounds toy.  The free play segment of the 
ADOS allows child-directed exploration of a standardized set of toys with minimal prompting 
while in the presence of two potential social partners (the examiner and the child’s caregiver).  
This section was selected for analysis in the present study as it provides a naturalistic context to 
assess the child’s unprompted attentional targets compared to the more structured interactions in 
other parts of the ADOS.  Periods of focal toy engagement were defined as at least 10 seconds of 
continuous interaction with the toy (see Appendix A for coding scheme). 
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During these periods of engagement, the child’s target of visual attention was coded as 
looking toward the toy (focal toy looking), the examiner or the caregiver (social looking), or 
none of these (other looking).  Social looks were further categorized by their degree of 
spontaneity, as this could reflect the level of initiative required from the child.  Spontaneity was 
categorized based on the presence of potential prompting events for a social look in the 
preceding three seconds.  Prompting events entailed actions by the examiner or caregiver and 
included touching the child, calling the child’s name, speech or movement directed toward the 
child, or speech or movement that was not specifically directed at the child. If none of these 
prompting events occurred in the three seconds before the look, the social look was considered 
spontaneous.  The frequency and duration of each look type was calculated using the BORIS 
software package,40 which allows the user to flag a customized set of behaviors within a video.  
Videos were excluded if the child interacted with the designated focal toys for less than one 
minute total or if their eyes were not consistently visible.  Raters were blinded to diagnosis and 
demonstrated high inter-rater reliability, established by co-coding an independent sample of ten 
videos (ICC = .93 for social looks, ICC > .84 across all look types; see Table 2.2). 
 
Table 2.2  Inter-rater reliability of video coding. 
Behavioral Code ICC Value 
Time Engaged with Focal Toy .92 
Toy Looks .84 
Social Looks - Response to Touch or Name .98 
Social Looks - Response to Child-Directed Speech or Movement .92 
Social Looks - Response to Non-Child-Directed Speech or Movement .99 
Social Looks - Spontaneous .96 
All Social Looks .93 
 
Single measures consistency intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were calculated with a two-way 
random effects model, from an independent sample of ten videos coded by two raters blind to diagnosis. 
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Statistics:  Indices of social attention during object engagement (SADOE) were 
calculated by dividing the frequency of each social look type by the total duration of focal toy 
engagement.  These indices were compared across groups using independent samples t-tests 
performed in IBM SPSS (v25).  Significance was defined at the alpha level of .05.  Effect size 
was calculated using Hedges’ g due to the differing sample sizes between groups (15 ASD and 
30 TD).  Pearson’s correlations were used to evaluate relationships between SADOE and other 
measures.  Binary logistic regression tested whether 24-month SADOE was a concurrent 
predictor of ASD diagnosis. 
 
2.3  Results 
Children with ASD show reduced SADOE compared to TD peers 
Both typically developing children and those diagnosed with ASD were highly engaged 
with the focal toys, averaging 4.2 minutes of engagement time across groups (TD = 4.4 min, 
ASD = 3.7 min; p = .24; Figure 2.1A).  Children in both groups spent most of this time looking 
at the toy they were playing with (TD = 87%, ASD = 90%; p = .19; Figure 2.1B); however, the 
TD group made significantly more looks toward the examiner and caregiver than the ASD group 
(TD = 3.0 looks per minute, ASD = 1.2 looks per minute; p < .001; Figure 2.1C) and the effect 
size for this difference was large (Hedges’ g = 1.12).   
This reduced tendency for social attention during object engagement (SADOE) was also 
reflected in the spontaneity of social looking. TD children made over three times more 
spontaneous social looks per minute than children with ASD (TD = 1.6 looks per min, ASD = 
0.45 looks per minute; p = .003; Figure 2.1D), and nearly half social looks made by TD children 
were spontaneous, whereas less than a quarter of those made by children with ASD were (TD = 
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48%, ASD = 21%; p = .001; Figure 2.1E).  Overall, these results suggest that children with ASD 
are less attentive to social partners during object engagement compared to TD children. 
Figure 2.1  Social Attention During Object Engagement (SADOE) is greater among TD children compared to 
those diagnosed with ASD.  (A) Total time engaged with focal toys was not significantly different between groups.  
(B) Proportions of time each group spent looking at social and nonsocial targets during engagement with the focal 
toys.  (C) TD children made significantly more social looks per minute during engagement with the focal toys than 
children with ASD.  (D) Number of social looks per minute by type for each group.  (E) Same as (D) but expressed 
as a percentage of the total number of social looks.  N = 15 for ASD, n = 30 for TD.  Error bars +/1 SEM. 
 
Children with ASD show reduced SADOE compared to high-risk and low-risk TD peers 
Since our sample allowed TD children to be further subdivided by familial risk, we were 
able to investigate whether SADOE is driven by diagnostic status or by genetic liability for ASD.  
Both high-risk and low-risk TD groups made significantly more social looks than the ASD group 
(LR-TD vs. ASD, p = .04; HR-TD vs. ASD, p < .001; Figure 2.2C), and HR-TD children trended 
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toward even higher rates of social looks than LR-TD children (HR-TD = 3.6 looks per minute, 
LR-TD = 2.5 looks per minute, p = .09).  These findings suggest that SADOE is greater on 
average among TD children regardless of risk, and that it may even be heightened among 
children with a familial risk of ASD who do not meet criteria for ASD diagnosis.  Thus, it 
appears that diminished SADOE is specifically characteristic of children diagnosed with ASD, 
rather than familial ASD risk.  
Figure 2.2  Social Attention During Object Engagement (SADOE) is greater among both high-risk and low-
risk TD children compared to children with ASD.  (A) Total time engaged with focal toys was not significantly 
different between groups.  (B) Proportions of time each group spent looking at social and nonsocial targets during 
engagement with the focal toys.  (C) Both TD groups made more social looks per minute during play with the focal 
toys compared to the ASD group, with a trend toward significantly greater SADOE among HR-TD compared to LR-
TD.  (D) Number of social looks per minute by type for each group.  (E) Social look types as in (D) but expressed as 
a percentage of the total number of social looks.  N = 15 per group.  Error bars +/- SEM. 
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SADOE correlates with other ASD-relevant measures 
We next investigated whether SADOE is related to existing measures commonly used to 
assess children with ASD.  As expected, SADOE was negatively correlated with the ADOS 
social affect score obtained from the same testing session (r(43) = -.55, p < .001; Figure 2.3A).  
Another measure of social functioning, the social composite score of the Communication and 
Symbolic Behavior Scales (CSBS), was also correlated with SADOE (r(34) = .53, p = .001; 
Figure 2.3B).  Taken together, these results suggest that SADOE is related but not identical to 
existing ASD-relevant measures of social behavior. 
 
Figure 2.3  Social Attention During Object Engagement (SADOE) correlates with other measures of social 
behavior.  (A) SADOE was negatively correlated with ADOS social affect score.  (B) SADOE was positively 
correlated with CSBS social score.  ADOS, Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule; CSBS, Communication and 
Symbolic Behavior Scales. 
 
SADOE is a predictor of ASD diagnostic status 
Finally, binary logistic regression was performed to investigate the diagnostic predictive 
power of SADOE alone and in combination with other measures.  With SADOE as the only 
predictor, the model was significant (χ2(1) = 12.49, p < .001) and correctly classified 70.5% of 
cases as TD or ASD, accounting for 34.6% of the variance in diagnosis.  When cognitive 
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function (ELC score) was added, the model remained significant (χ2(2) = 31.30, p < .001) and 
86.4% of cases were correctly classified, with the model accounting for 71.3% of the variance in 
diagnosis (see Table 2.3).  Both SADOE and ELC were significant contributors to the variance, 
suggesting that SADOE provides useful diagnostic information independent of cognitive 
function in this sample. 
 
Table 2.3  Binary logistic regression for predictors of diagnostic status.   
 
                   Cox & Snell    Nagelkerke % Correctly 
      Predictor     B   SE Wald     p          R2               R2    Classified 
Model  1            .247            .346             70.5 
      SADOE  -.877 .311 7.969  .005     
 
Model 2            .509             .713            86.4 
      SADOE  -.907 .410 4.886  .027  
      ELC   -.143 .054 6.945  .008 
 
SADOE, all social looks per minute of engagement with focal toys; ELC, Early Learning Composite score of the 
Mullen Scales of Early Learning. 
 
2.4  Discussion 
Reduced social orienting is a hallmark of ASD, and here we present an initial human 
application of a simple cross-species method to quantify this phenomenon.  By pitting a highly 
attractive nonsocial stimulus against the draw of social engagement during unstructured play, 
this assay enables sensitive quantification of social orienting among toddlers with and without 
ASD.  As predicted, TD children often looked up from the toy to reference their caregiver and 
the examiner, whereas children with ASD did so much less frequently.  The effect size for this 
finding was quite large (Hedges’ g = 1.12), suggesting a robust difference in SADOE between 
ASD and TD children.  Moreover, when children with ASD looked toward social partners, these 
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looks were less likely to be spontaneous and therefore more likely to be elicited by the adult’s 
behavior compared to the looks of TD children. With an average of less than five minutes of play 
coded per child, this assay is brief and easily obtained without significant burden to families or 
clinicians.   
Diminished SADOE appears to represent a marker of ASD itself rather than familial risk 
of ASD, as evidenced by the finding that both LR-TD and HR-TD children show significantly 
greater SADOE than children diagnosed with ASD.  Interestingly, TD children at high familial 
risk trended toward even greater SADOE than TD children from the general population, 
suggesting the possibility that heightened SADOE could be serving a protective function for 
these children.  Alternatively, this finding could result from environmental differences, as the 
high-risk TD children are being raised by caregivers who have previously raised a child with 
ASD and may be used to encouraging social engagement.  As expected, SADOE was also related 
to other measures of social functioning, including moderate correlations with ADOS social affect 
score and CSBS social composite score.  These results support the notion that the SADOE 
measure captures a more specific aspect of social functioning that contributes unique information 
compared to existing measures. 
The present study provides compelling evidence that children with ASD display 
significantly lower social attention than their TD peers in the context of a brief, naturalistic 
engagement with a high-interest nonsocial stimulus.  Whether this reflects heightened object 
attention or diminished social attention remains uncertain; however, there was not a significant 
difference in the length of time that ASD versus TD children spent engaged with the focal toys, 
nor in how much time they spent looking at the toys during those engagements, suggesting that 
differences in social looks were not driven by excessive interest in the object.  This supports the 
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idea that SADOE may be more strongly influenced by social motivation rather than object 
attraction.  Interestingly, a previous study quantified social looking across the entire ADOS and 
also found discrepancies in social attention between ASD and TD children,41 consistent with the 
interpretation that our findings reflect impaired social motivation in ASD rather than simply 
greater object attraction.   
Other measures such as the Early Social Communication Scale (ESCS)42 present children 
with novel toys as a means to elicit joint attention, and have similarly revealed that children with 
ASD are less likely to orient toward social partners in that context compared to their TD peers.43  
Comparable results have been demonstrated in terms of joint attention during naturalistic play.44  
While SADOE focuses on the more basic construct of social orienting – a critical precursor to 
joint attention – this literature supports our finding that children with ASD show reduced social 
looking during toy play and suggests that impaired joint attention may be one downstream 
consequence of this failure to appropriately attend to social stimuli.  Unlike the ESCS and other 
existing measures, SADOE has the practical advantage of being readily obtainable from video 
recordings of the widely used ADOS assessment and potentially other observational contexts, 
regardless of the child’s age or verbal ability.  Future studies could also build on this work to 
create a very brief prospective SADOE assessment requiring limited resources to administer. 
Although the retrospective use of ADOS videos allowed us to capitalize on existing 
datasets, it also imposed some limitations.  While the semi-structured nature of the ADOS 
assessment constrained the range of possible responses from the examiner and caregiver, there 
was still significant heterogeneity in the moment-to-moment behavior of the adults in the room.  
Similarly, although the set of available toys was standardized, variables such as the precise 
placement of the toys and their location relative to social partners were inconsistent across 
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subjects.  Subjects’ prior exposure to the high-interest toys was not assessed, potentially adding 
the confound of familiarity versus novelty.  However, the difference in SADOE between TD and 
ASD subjects was robust enough to be observed even under these conditions, raising the 
possibility that a more controlled setting might reveal still greater differences or more subtle 
effects than those we were able to detect here. 
Moreover, SADOE is designed to measure an evolutionarily conserved social phenotype 
that can be similarly probed across species.  As demonstrated by the recent work in dogs,29 social 
orienting in the context of competing nonsocial stimuli is a quantifiable behavioral phenotype 
among nonhuman species as well, with translationally-relevant biological underpinnings.  By 
developing a comparable human instrument, this work opens the door to powerful cross-species 
studies taking advantage of the genetic and neurobiological manipulations available in model 
organisms to explore underlying mechanisms of social orienting, and how these mechanisms 
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Chapter 3: Development of an Operant Task to Quantify  
Social Motivation in Mouse Models of Autism 
 
3.1  Background 
 
For social species such as humans, interacting with others is inherently rewarding.  
Beyond the tendency to orient attention toward social stimuli, as described in the previous 
chapter, humans generally value and seek social contact.1  A variety of behavioral approaches 
have been employed to assess motivation for social rewards, ranging from simple choice-based 
measures comparing the value of social vs. nonsocial stimuli, to socially-rewarded tasks that 
require varying degrees of effort expenditure to obtain a social outcome.  Such studies have 
demonstrated that people will work for the opportunity to receive positive feedback, smiling 
faces, or social contact with others.1  Nonsocial rewards are accentuated by the presence of a 
social partner, and completing a task cooperatively is preferred to doing so alone.1  Moreover, 
social reward processing recruits much of the same neural circuitry as other types of reward.2–4  
It has been suggested that these underlying reward-seeking mechanisms may drive the social 
orienting component of social motivation, as well as downstream skills such as joint attention.5,6 
The Social Motivation Theory of Autism suggests that social interaction may be less 
rewarding for individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD).7,8  In line with this theory, a 
number of studies have demonstrated reduced behavioral and neural responses to social rewards 
among individuals with ASD as compared to typically developing (TD) individuals.8,9  However, 
it remains uncertain whether these impairments are limited to the social domain – some studies 
suggest global impairments in reward processing,10,11 while others indicate deficits specific to 
social rewards,12–15 and still others find the reward system to be intact.16  These discrepancies 
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likely reflect the significant heterogeneity among individuals with ASD as well as the lack of 
standardized measures to assess social reward value.   
Animal models of ASD therefore provide a valuable opportunity to investigate the role of 
reward processing in more homogeneous populations, under more controlled conditions, and in 
more causal, high-throughput, biologically informative ways.  Attempts have been made to 
model autism-like conditions in a variety of species, but mice remain the most widely used due 
to their relatively low cost, ease of genetic manipulation and mammalian brain that shares many 
homologous structures with humans.17–19  Numerous genetic mutations implicated in syndromic 
and/or idiopathic ASD have been modeled in the mouse, allowing investigation of both behavior 
and underlying neural mechanisms of specific genetic risk factors.20,21  By evaluating the 
rewarding properties of both social and non-social stimuli across multiple models, it will be 
possible to assess whether impaired social motivation is universally present or limited to a subset 
of ASD genetic liabilities, and to investigate whether any deficits in reward processing are global 
or specific to the social domain. 
However, standardized metrics to assess social reward are currently lacking for mice as 
well.  Approach behaviors observed in general sociality tasks – such as investigation of a 
stimulus animal in the three-chamber social approach test,22 or following during reciprocal social 
interaction assays23 – have been considered evidence of social motivation by some authors.  
While such behaviors undoubtedly include a motivational component, these tasks cannot 
distinguish between social motivation and ability, much less quantify reward value.  One attempt 
to more directly measure social reward is the social conditioned place preference (CPP) assay, in 
which animals learn to associate social interaction with a particular environmental context; when 
given the choice to spend time in this environment or one associated with isolation, preference 
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for the socially-conditioned side is thought to reflect the rewarding value of social contact.24–26  
This assay suffers from significant limitations as well, however, including poor replicability – a 
recent review describes its sensitivity to the animal’s age, sex, prior social experience, and other 
factors, concluding that social CPP is highly variable, transiently expressed, and occurs only in 
specific conditions.27  Our own numerous unsuccessful attempts to perform social CPP support 
these assertions, as summarized in Appendix B. 
Therefore, I have developed an alternative approach to quantifying social reward by 
adapting a classic operant conditioning paradigm to deliver social contact in response to a 
conditioned behavior (i.e. lever-pressing or nose-poking).  Operant conditioning has long been 
employed to test motivation for many types of nonsocial stimuli such as food, sucrose, and drugs 
of abuse; however, only a few previous studies have attempted to use social rewards.28  Female 
mice have been shown to lever-press for access to their pups29,30 or to spend time with a sexual 
partner31 – and interestingly, the latter study found that mice were also motivated to access a sex-
matched stimulus animal, suggesting that social reward is sufficient to drive operant responding 
in the absence of parental or sexual factors.31  More recently, Martin et al. developed their own 
social operant task and found that BTBR inbred mice exert less effort to obtain social contact 
compared to C57BL/6J mice, consistent with known differences in overall sociality between 
these strains.32,33  However, the use of social operant conditioning has been limited, as existing 
approaches require significant investment in equipment and weeks of daily training; thus they 
have yet to be applied to any genetic ASD models. 
The novel social operant assay described below aims to overcome these barriers through 
the design of a simple, inexpensive, add-on device compatible with existing operant conditioning 
systems and a significantly abbreviated conditioning protocol.  Whereas Martin et al. note that 
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their method requires daily sessions for a minimum of two months,33 this version of the task 
requires only 10 days, comparable to operant conditioning protocols for nonsocial rewards.34,35  
The training is also fully automated, rather than requiring an experimenter to manually reward 
successive approximations of the desired behavior as in previous protocols.  Here I describe the 
development and validation of this assay in wildtype C57BL/6J mice, its application in a mouse 
model of ASD, and its comparison to a nonsocial operant conditioning task.  In the discussion, I 
then address subsequent improvements that have been made to my initial design and consider 
future applications of this assay to further probe the role of social motivation in ASD. 
 
 
Figure 3.1  Social operant apparatus.  (A) Modular add-on device consists of a custom 3D-printed stimulus mouse 
chamber equipped with motorized door (shown in closed and open positions) to deliver social rewards.  (B) Add-on 
device shown attached to a standard Med Associates Inc. operant conditioning chamber.  (C) Still image from video 
recorded during the reward period after a correct nose-poke, when the door is raised to allow social contact. 
 
3.2  Methods 
 Apparatus Design:  While existing operant conditioning systems allow delivery of 
rewards such as food and drugs, there are no commercially available products that can deliver a 
social reward.  Therefore, I designed a modular add-on to a standard operant chamber to provide 
this functionality.  As shown in Figure 1, this device allows a stimulus mouse to be placed in an 
adjacent enclosure, separated from the test mouse by a motorized vertical door.  When a reward 
is earned, the door raises to allow interaction between mice for a specified period of time; a 
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barrier in the doorway permits visual, olfactory, and tactile contact while keeping both mice 
contained in their respective enclosures.  The door is operated by an Arduino microcontroller 
programmed to power the motor when it receives a signal from the operant chamber. 
 In the experiments described here, this add-on device was paired with a standard mouse 
operant conditioning chamber from Med Associates Inc. (ENV-307W-CT) containing two nose-
poke holes with infrared detectors (ENV-313W) randomly assigned to be active or inactive, 
respectively.  When the animal nose-pokes in the active hole, the system registers a correct 
response and signals the door to open, staying up for 10 seconds before returning to its closed 
position.  A time-out period of 12 seconds ensures that any further nose-pokes have no effect 
until the door is reset.  Metrics such as the number of correct and incorrect nose-pokes, time 
between nose-pokes, and total rewards are recorded by the Med Associates software (MED-PC 
V, SOF-736).  In addition, a camera positioned above the chamber allows tracking of both the 
stimulus and test animals, making it possible to determine whether they are actually interacting 
while the door is raised.  The operant chamber and add-on device are enclosed in a sound-
attenuated box equipped with an exhaust fan, which is dark except for the illuminated nose-poke 
holes and a cue light which activates in response to correct nose-pokes. 
 
Figure 3.2  Social operant protocol timeline.  Mice receive a fixed ratio 1 (FR1) schedule of reinforcement 
for the first five days of testing, followed by three days of fixed ratio 3 (FR3) reinforcement and then a single 
day of progressive ratio (PR) reinforcement to assess breakpoint for social reward.  
 
 Conditioning Protocol:  The social operant assay is performed over 9 consecutive days 
with each animal receiving one 60-minute session per day (Figure 3.2).  As in other operant 
conditioning tasks, a fixed ratio 1 (FR1) reinforcement schedule is used initially, meaning that 
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mice are rewarded for every correct nose-poke.  After five days of FR1, a fixed ratio 3 (FR3) 
schedule is used on days 6 through 8, in which mice must nose-poke three times to receive a 
single reward.  On the final day, mice receive a progressive ratio (PR) schedule that requires 
increasingly more nose-pokes to obtain each reward according to an established formula.35  This 
day of PR testing allows an animal’s breakpoint to be determined, that is, the maximal effort it 
will exert to obtain the reward.  Successful learning is defined by the commonly-used acquisition 
criteria of at least 20 rewards obtained in a single session with discrimination of at least 3:1 
active versus inactive nose-pokes.35  To reduce any potential fear response, animals are 
habituated to the sound of the motorized door opening repeatedly prior to the first session.   
Animals:  All animal protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 
Committee of Washington University in St. Louis.  Mice were maintained on a 12:12 hour 
light/dark cycle with room temperature (~20°C–22°C) and relative humidity (50%) controlled 
automatically; all testing occurred during the light cycle.  Standard laboratory chow and water 
were available ad libitum.  All experiments were conducted in adult mice (postnatal day 60 or 
older) with equal numbers of male and female animals. 
Experiment 1:  In the first experiment, C57BL/6J mice (n = 24) were randomly divided 
into experimental and control groups, the latter of which received the conditioning protocol 
without a stimulus mouse behind the door.  Mice were single housed for 21 days before and 
throughout the experiment to potentiate social motivation.  Each animal in the experimental 
group was assigned a novel age- and sex-matched stimulus mouse on days 1-5, after which the 
same five stimulus mice were repeated.  Stimulus mice were group-housed throughout the study.   
 Experiment 2:  The second experiment employed a mouse model of Neurofibromatosis 
type 1 (NF1), a monogenic neurodevelopmental disorder associated with syndromic ASD.36,37  
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As in human populations, the mice are heterozygous for a loss-of-function mutation in the Nf1 
gene (Nf1+/-), as homozygous mutants are embryonic lethal.38  These Nf1+/- mice have previously 
been shown to have altered ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs), a measure of social communicative 
behavior,39 and impaired long-term social memory in a modified three-chamber social approach 
task, although social preference and short-term social recognition were intact.40  In our study we 
compared the performance of Nf1+/- mice on a C57BL/6J background and their wildtype (WT) 
littermates in the social operant task (n = 8 WT, 9 Nf1+/-) and in a comparable sucrose operant 
task (n = 9 WT, 9 Nf1+/-).  The sucrose operant protocol was identical to social operant except 
that our custom add-on device was replaced with a standard pellet dispenser (Med Associates 
Inc, ENV-203-20) containing unflavored 20 mg sucrose pellets (Bio-Serv, F07595).35  Mice 
were single-housed for 9 days before social operant or group-housed for at least 9 days before 
sucrose operant; they were habituated to the sound of the door before social operant as in 
Experiment 1 or familiarized with the sucrose pellets before sucrose operant by receiving pellets 
scattered in the home cage for three days prior to the experiment. 
Statistical Analyses:  Three-way repeated measures ANOVAs (2(group) x 8(day) x 
2(nose-poke side)) were used to assess learning over time during FR training, with Bonferroni 
corrected post-hoc simple effects tests used to compare correct vs. incorrect nose-pokes for each 
group within a single day and to compare correct nose-pokes between groups on each day.  
Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied when sphericity was violated.  Fisher’s exact tests 
were used to compare the proportion of learners and non-learners across groups.  Independent 
samples t-tests were used to compare PR breakpoints.  Significance level was set at p < .05.  All 
analyses were performed with IBM SPSS Statistics software (v25). 
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3.3  Results 
Experiment 1:  Wildtype C57BL/6J Mice Demonstrate Conditioning to Social Rewards 
When rewarded with access to a novel age- and sex-matched conspecific, wildtype mice 
successfully conditioned, while controls who received the same training without a stimulus 
mouse in the side chamber did not (significant day x group x side interaction, F(1.86, 40.85) = 
10.19, p = .0003).  Correct nose-pokes significantly outnumbered incorrect nose-pokes by the 
fourth day of conditioning for experimental mice (p < .03); controls did not show a significant 
preference on any day (p > .05; Figure 3.3A).  The number of correct responses was significantly 
greater for experimental than control mice from day 5 onward (p < .02).  This difference was 
also reflected in PR breakpoints on the final day of testing, as the socially conditioned animals 
showed a significantly higher breakpoint than controls (t(22) = 2.908, p =.008; Figure 3.3B).  In 
addition, significantly more experimental than control mice met learning criteria on the final day 
of FR training (p = .04), with 67% (8/12) of socially conditioned mice classified as learners 
compared to only 17% (2/12) of controls (Figure 3.3C). 
 
 
Figure 3.3  Performance of wildtype C57BL/6J mice in the social operant task.  (A) Experimental mice conditioned to social 
reward, significantly preferring the correct nose-poke side by day 4, whereas control mice showed no preference throughout the 
assay.  (B) Progressive ratio breakpoint was significantly higher for experimental mice than controls.  (C) A significantly greater 




Experiment 2:  Nf1+/- Mice Show Intact Conditioning to Social and Sucrose Rewards 
 The next experiment aimed to compare this social operant task to a standard nonsocial 
reward, sucrose pellets, and to test the performance of an ASD-related mouse model on both 
tasks.  Following the same protocol as in Experiment 1, Nf1+/- mice successfully conditioned to 
social reward, however their WT littermates failed to condition in this study (non-significant day 
x group x side interaction, F(3.09, 46.39) = 1.39, p = .26; significant group x side interaction, 
F(1, 15) = 4.98, p = .04).  The Nf1+/- group showed a significant preference for the correct nose-
poke side on days 5, 7, and 8 (p = .017, p = .003, and p = .032, respectively; day 6 did not 
survive multiple comparisons correction), while the WTs had no significant difference between 
correct and incorrect nose-pokes on any day of training (p > .05; Figure 3.4A).  A similar pattern 
was observed when comparing PR breakpoints on the final day of testing, with Nf1+/- mice 
showing a significantly higher breakpoint for social rewards than WT mice (t(15) = 2.26, p =.04; 
Figure 3.4B).  The number of mice meeting the learning criteria by the end of the protocol was 
rather low for both genotypes, with only a third of Nf1+/- animals (3/9) and a quarter of WTs 
(2/8) demonstrating successful learning by the end of FR training; this difference was not 
significant (p = 1.0; Figure 3.4C). 
 Using the same reinforcement schedule as in social operant, an independent cohort of 
Nf1+/- mice and their WT littermates both showed conditioning to sucrose rewards (non-
significant day x group x side interaction, F(1.82, 29.12) = .296, p = .726; significant day x side 
interaction, F(1.82, 31.05) = 8.05, p = .002).  Both groups nose-poked more on the correct than 
incorrect side on days 7 and 8 of conditioning, however these differences did not survive 
multiple comparisons correction (Figure 3.4D).  Breakpoints during PR testing were comparable 
for both groups (t(16) = .345, p =.735; Figure 3.4E), and 33% of the mice in both groups (3/9 
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and 3/9) met learning criteria (Figure 3.4F).  Across both social and sucrose operant assays, the 
overall rate of nose-poking was generally lower than in Experiment 1, suggesting that this cohort 
of animals may have been less active or less motivated to nose-poke at all. 
 
 
Figure 3.4  Performance of Nf1+/- mice in the social operant and sucrose operant tasks.  (A) Nf1+/- mice conditioned to social 
rewards, showing a significant preference for the correct nose-poke side on days 5, 7, and 8; WT mice did not show conditioning.  
(B) Nf1+/- mice had a significantly higher breakpoint in PR testing for social reward than WT mice.  (C) Percentage of mice 
meeting learning criteria in social operant was 33% for Nf1+/- and 25% for WT; this difference was not significant.  (D) Both Nf1+/- 
and WT mice showed conditioning to sucrose rewards, though preference for correct over incorrect nose-pokes did not survive 
multiple comparisons correction.  (E) Nf1+/- and WT mice had comparable breakpoints for sucrose reward in PR testing.  (F) Both 
groups showed 33% of mice meeting learning criteria by the final day of sucrose operant training.  Data in (A), (B), (D), and (E) 
presented as means +/- SEM. 
 
3.4  Discussion 
Based on our preliminary findings in Experiment 1, it appears that wildtype C57BL/6J 
mice will work to obtain a social reward in this novel operant conditioning paradigm.  This 
conditioning was less robust in Experiment 2, however, despite using the same apparatuses and 
protocol.  While it is difficult to conclusively interpret the social operant performance of the 
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Nf1+/- mice in the absence of a successful control group, their conditioning does suggest some 
degree of intact motivation for social rewards.  The inclusion of a sucrose-rewarded condition 
was intended to assess whether any social reward deficits observed among the Nf1+/- mice were 
specific or general to all rewards; since their social conditioning appears to be intact, the sucrose 
assay simply confirms that both WT and Nf1+/- animals will condition to a nonsocial reward 
under the same reinforcement schedule as the social reward. 
 The finding that Nf1+/- mice are able to condition to a social reward does not support the 
Social Motivation Theory of ASD, which would predict a reduction in the reward value of social 
stimuli.  While the experiment clearly needs to be replicated with a valid wildtype control group, 
there are several possible explanations to consider if Nf1+/- mice do indeed show typical levels of 
social motivation in this task.  Ongoing debate over the true prevalence of ASD comorbidity in 
NF1 populations has raised questions as to the relevance of NF1 models in ASD research.41–43  
According to one recent report, ASD symptomatology may be more highly associated with 
mutations in certain regions of the NF1 gene.44  Since the Nf1+/- model employed in this study 
disrupts gene function using a neomycin cassette insertion rather than a precision mutation, it 
may be useful to replicate this work in another model harboring a specific human mutation from 
an NF1 patient with known ASD. 
Even assuming that ASD is faithfully modeled by the Nf1+/- mice used here, it remains 
uncertain to what extent this syndromic form of ASD is equivalent to other forms of the disorder.  
The considerable heterogeneity of ASD clinical presentations, and the inconsistent findings of 
prior social motivation studies in particular, suggest that different subpopulations of ASD may 
exhibit different degrees of social motivation impairment.  It seems plausible that the syndromic 
ASD observed in NF1 cases may spare the social reward system and cause disruption in social 
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functioning through different mechanisms, while other forms of ASD might still show reduced 
social motivation.  Further investigation of additional mouse lines, including models of other 
ASD-associated monogenic syndromes as well as ASD candidate gene mutants, will elucidate 
whether social motivation deficits play a more significant role in specific ASD subpopulations. 
 However, before applying this social operant assay to other mouse models of ASD, it 
clearly required further optimization to produce more consistent responding among wildtype 
animals.  I experimented with the duration of pre-conditioning social isolation, extended the 
conditioning protocol from 9 days to 13 days, and made adjustments to the apparatus including 
new 3D printed stimulus chambers with a nonporous coating to prevent odor retention.  After 
several more unsuccessful attempts to condition wildtype mice, other lab members took over 
these efforts and ran an additional five troubleshooting and validation experiments before 
arriving at the final apparatus design and testing protocol.*   
In April 2019, two years after Experiment 1 described above, another ASD mouse model 
was finally tested in this revised social operant assay.  The Shank3B mutant mouse was selected 
as both a model of syndromic ASD, associated with Phelan-McDermid syndrome, and as a well-
established risk gene for idiopathic ASD.45  This pilot cohort included Shank3B homozygous 
mutants (Shank3B-/- n=6), heterozygotes (Shank3B+/- n=10), and wildtype littermates (WT n=8).  
In the revised 10-day conditioning protocol, animals received an FR1 reinforcement schedule 
until they reached learning criteria, defined as at least 40 correct nose-pokes at a ratio of at least 
3:1 correct to incorrect and 65% or more door-openings resulting in actual interaction between 
mice (determined by video tracking the proximity of both animals to the door).  As individual 
 
* Sincere thanks to research technician Katie McCullough for her tireless work on this project and to Dr. Susan 
Maloney for her supervision and guidance. 
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mice met these criteria, they were advanced to three days of FR3 reinforcement followed by a 
day of PR testing; animals who failed to meet criteria after 9 days of FR1 conditioning were also 
tested in PR on the final day. 
In this updated paradigm, WT mice and Shank3B+/- mutants showed conditioning to 
social rewards, with a clear preference for correct over incorrect nose-pokes throughout testing, 
while Shank3B+/- did not condition (Figure 3.5A).  This deficit is also reflected in PR data, in 
which Shank3B-/- had a lower breakpoint compared to their WT and heterozygous littermates 
(F(2, 21) = 3.72, p = .041; post-hoc Shank3B+/- vs. Shank3-/- p = .04, WT vs. Shank3B-/- p = .09; 
Figure 3.5B).   Although at least half of the WT and Shank3B+/- mice successfully conditioned, 
only one Shank3B-/- animal met learning criteria by the end of FR training (due to low sample 
size, these differences were not statistically significant, p = .26; Figure 3.5C).  These findings 




Figure 3.5  Performance of Shank3B mutants in the revised social operant task.  (A) WT and Shank3B+/- mice successfully 
conditioned to social reward, while Shank3B-/- mice did not show conditioning.  (B) WT and Shank3B+/- mice had comparable 
breakpoints in PR testing, which were higher than the breakpoint of Shank3B-/- mice. (C) WT and Shank3B+/- groups showed 
successful learning for 50% and 60% of mice respectively while only one animal (17%) in the Shank3B+/- group met learning 
criteria.  Data in (A) and (B) presented as means +/- SEM. 
 
Figure adapted from: McCullough K.B., Maloney S.E., Weichselbaum C., and Dougherty J.D.  Shank3b Loss in the mouse results 
in deficits to motivation for social reward. Society for Neuroscience Annual Meeting, 2017.   
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mutants show motivation comparable to WT mice.  Replication in a larger cohort and additional 
nonsocial operant testing will be important to confirm these findings and to clarify whether they 
reflect impairment in social motivation specifically or more general reward processing deficits. 
 While this social operant assay has great utility for studies of reward value in mouse 
models of ASD and other conditions, a few limitations remain.  As with any operant paradigm, 
associative learning is required for the animal to relate its nose-poking behavior to reward 
delivery, making it unsuitable for models that exhibit cognitive impairments.  Altered locomotor 
activity or perseverative tendencies could also confound interpretation of this task.  However, 
since operant conditioning for other reward types should be equally susceptible to these factors, 
pairing social operant with a comparable nonsocial operant task will help to clarify whether the 
animal is capable of typical operant responding at all.  If a particular model fails to condition in 
both social and nonsocial operant tasks, additional assays should be employed to investigate any 
possible cognitive or motor perturbations before concluding global reward impairment. 
  By comparing social operant performance across many genetic ASD mouse models, it 
will be possible to determine whether the Social Motivation Theory is more relevant to certain 
ASD etiologies than others.  Moreover, this work will enable future investigations of the neural 
circuitry underlying social reward and its disruption in ASD.  Immunohistochemical analyses are 
currently ongoing in our lab to assess neural activation among mice previously tested in social 
operant – by staining brain sections for c-FOS, an immediate early gene that serves as a marker 
of neuronal firing, we hope to reveal how reward circuitry is differentially activated under social 
and nonsocial conditions, and eventually, how such activation may be altered in models of ASD. 
These findings will inform future clinical studies and potentially enable a personalized 
medicine approach to ASD intervention based on social reward responsivity.  Although a human 
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social operant task analogous to this one has not yet been developed, several studies employing 
similar approaches have been published over the past few years.  In the “choose-a-movie” task, 
participants key press or tap on a touchscreen device to view social or nonsocial video clips, with 
a varying reinforcement schedule of one, two, or three responses required to reveal the chosen 
video.46–49  A similar task designed for younger children involves pressing buttons on a tablet 
screen to reveal social or nonsocial images, though in this case only an FR1 reinforcement 
schedule was reported.50  Both of these assays have shown decreased incentive value for social 
rewards among ASD participants as compared to TD controls – adults with ASD were less 
willing to work for videos of smiling faces with direct eye gaze,46 young children with ASD 
showed a reduced preference for face images,50 and participants with elevated autistic traits in a 
general population sample responded less for videos of biological motion.49  Unlike our mouse 
assay, however, these tasks simultaneously present both social and nonsocial options and the 
subject must choose which to work for; this precludes measuring the value of a social reward in 
the absence of competing nonsocial opportunities.   
Among the few studies that have assessed operant responding to social reward alone, the 
“viewing game” task required pressing two keys in sequence to see images briefly flashed, with 
each response earning 500 milliseconds of viewing time.51  In this paradigm, children with ASD 
were equally willing to work for social images as their TD peers, though both groups responded 
significantly more when viewing nonsocial images of cars.51  Another study had participants 
button-press five times in quick succession to reveal sections of a masked image, with the option 
to skip to the next image at any time.52  As in the “viewing game” task, ASD and TD adults did 
not differ in their button presses for social images, but both groups worked harder for nonsocial 
images related to their personal interests.52  These results suggest that brief viewing of static face 
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images may not be a sufficiently salient social reward even among typical populations; in 
addition, the use of fixed-ratio reinforcement schedules alone cannot reveal the specific value of 
a reward in terms of maximal effort exerted to obtain it. 
One recent study attempted to overcome these limitations by employing more naturalistic 
social rewards and a PR reinforcement schedule.  In this case, social stimuli were video clips of 
adults interacting with the viewer (e.g. playing peek-a-boo), which appeared blurred until 
touched by the participant.53  As expected, children with ASD showed a reduced preference for 
the social videos compared to moving geometric shapes when presented in a choice-based task, 
but interestingly, they also exerted less effort to view social videos presented in isolation as 
compared to their breakpoint for viewing nonsocial videos (whereas TD children exerted 
approximately equal effort for both types of rewards).53  Only one social operant study to date 
has employed live interaction as the reward, represented by tokens appearing on screen to be 
redeemed for 30-second intervals of social activities with the child’s parent after the session.54  
In this case, children with ASD demonstrated comparable PR breakpoints for both social and 
solitary activities, which were not significantly different from TD peers.54  While the use of 
actual social interaction as the social reward is a promising step, the significant delay between 
response and reward may be problematic, especially in light of recent work suggesting that 
individuals with ASD exhibit altered delay discounting.55 
 Thus, it is my hope that the social operant assay presented here will not only enable 
efficient quantification of social motivation among mouse models of ASD, but also inspire more 
effective human studies that capitalize on multiple reinforcement schedules and naturalistic, real-
time social interaction.  Such cross-species approaches will truly realize the potential of mouse 
models in ASD research, illuminating the Social Motivation Theory and beyond. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusion 
 
4.1  The Future of Cross-Species Autism Research 
Despite its rising rate of diagnosis over the past several decades, Autism Spectrum 
Disorder (ASD) remains one of the most poorly understood neurological disorders.1  ASD is 
highly heritable and genetically complex, involving an estimated 1,000 risk genes across a 
variety of inheritance patterns.2  In order to dissect the neurobiological consequences of these 
diverse etiologies and uncover common pathways by which they affect behavior, animal models 
recapitulating known genetic mutations are now widely employed in ASD research.  While some 
progress has been made toward identifying convergent mechanisms at the molecular and cellular 
levels,3,4 it remains challenging to relate these findings to ASD symptomatology due to the lack 
of tools to assess relevant behaviors comparably across species. 
ASD may be a uniquely human condition, but many of its component phenotypes are 
present in other species – and social motivation is a prime example of this, as reward processing 
relies on subcortical structures which are largely evolutionarily conserved across humans and 
rodents.5  Therefore, investigations of the Social Motivation Theory of ASD are ideally suited to 
bridge the species gap and serve as an example for other areas of ASD research.  Yet techniques 
to reliably quantify social motivation are lacking for both humans and rodents, resulting in the 
wide-ranging methodologies and inconsistent results that currently pervade the literature. 
Thus, the two studies presented in this dissertation represent efforts to design highly 
translational behavioral assays measuring specific aspects of social motivation in humans and 
mice.  The first study demonstrated that a brief play session pitting a high-interest object against 
the innate draw of social engagement can serve as a rapid, feasible measure of social orienting in 
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young children, with reduced social attention during object engagement observed for participants 
with ASD compared to typically developing peers.  In light of previously-described associations 
between dogs’ performance on a parallel behavioral task and genetic variation in evolutionarily-
conserved sociality genes,6 the development of this human instrument will enable cross-species 
interrogation of the genetic architecture of social orienting.  Turning to the reward component of 
social motivation, the second study demonstrated that mice will exert effort to obtain social 
contact in an operant conditioning task, and that the value of this social reward may be affected 
to varying degrees in mice with different ASD-associated mutations.  This work, too, has 
implications for furthering our understanding of the genetics of social motivation and potential 
perturbations in ASD.  Overall, such cross-species measures will greatly improve the utility of 
animal models by linking mechanistic insights with truly ASD-relevant behavioral phenotypes.   
Animal models are critical to elucidating the pathophysiology of ASD; however, there 
are also limitations to relying solely on observable behavior to evaluate an internal state such as 
motivation.  Therefore, this dissertation would be incomplete without mention of the emerging 
literature exploring how the viewpoints of autistic* people themselves can inform our 
understanding of the Social Motivation Theory of ASD.  
 
4.2  Autistic Perspectives 
 When studying any human population, it is imperative to consider the impacts of one’s 
research and the perspectives of those affected by it.  In the case of ASD, this is somewhat 
complicated by the vast heterogeneity of autistic experiences – and variation in ability to 
 
* In recognition that some ASD-diagnosed individuals prefer identity-first language rather than person-first 
language, and in keeping with the convention in 7, this section includes identity-first language. 
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communicate them – but it is no less important.  A recent commentary by Jaswal and Akhtar,7 
published with responses from 32 leading researchers in the field, raises concerns that the Social 
Motivation Theory of ASD essentially ignores the self-reported perspectives of the group it 
purports to describe.  While a thorough analysis of that assertion is beyond the scope of this 
dissertation, it does suggest several valuable points for consideration. 
 Emphasizing the distinction between “being versus appearing” unmotivated to engage 
socially, Jaswal and Akhtar suggest alternative explanations for several behaviors previously 
interpreted to reflect disinterest in social interaction and quote testimonies from a number of 
autistic individuals who desire social relationships.7  While much of the evidence they present is 
anecdotal, this underscores the need for more formal studies investigating the perceptions of 
autistic people – anecdotal evidence will no longer be so if researchers invest in systematically 
collecting and rigorously analyzing it.  They do cite a few studies that lend empirical support for 
intact social motivation among some autistic individuals, who endorse a desire for friendships8 
and report higher rates of loneliness than typical peers.9,10  Moreover, data presented in a 
response to the commentary reveals a concerning correlation between loneliness and rates of 
suicidality among autistic adults.11  A more recent study demonstrates that loneliness predicts 
symptoms of depression among autistic individuals, and further, that greater social motivation 
corresponds to greater loneliness as ASD symptom severity increases.12 
 Thus, as Dinishak13 notes in a response to the Jaswal and Akhtar commentary, “There is 
not just epistemological value in taking autistic testimony seriously, there is also moral value in 
doing so.”  Even if only a small subset of autistic people are indeed socially motivated, failure to 
consider that possibility may be detrimental to the well-being of those individuals.  Recognizing 
that such a population exists will allow future studies to work toward characterizing the atypical 
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ways their desire for connection might manifest, leading to better identification and interventions 
for those individuals – and/or others around them – to promote social experiences that are 
desirable and fulfilling.  Conversely, as Fletcher-Watson and Crompton14 point out, “Concluding 
that all autistic people are socially motivated [...] carries risk for autistic people” as well.  They 
caution against making the opposite assumption to the Social Motivation Theory – that social 
motivation is intact across all autistic individuals and simply expressed differently – since 
misguided attempts to force undesired social contact could have equally negative consequences.  
Therefore, if our ultimate goal is to improve the adaptive functioning and quality of life 
for individuals on the autism spectrum, we must recognize the diversity of social motivation and 
its manifestations.  Admittedly, there are significant limitations to self-report data, which are not 
by any means unique to this population but are compounded by the communicative challenges 
experienced by a significant proportion of ASD-diagnosed individuals.  The testimonies cited by 
Jaswal and Akhtar necessarily reflect a subset of autistic people who are willing and able to 
provide them; as Fletcher-Watson and Crompton14 note, these written accounts “not only largely 
represent the experiences of cognitively able autistic people, but also, by definition, represent the 
experiences of people who are motivated to share their stories with others.”  Given the vast range 
of autistic presentations, it seems unlikely that such reports are representative of the entire autism 
spectrum.  This again points to the need for more systematic study of autistic self-report, while 
also emphasizing the value of behavioral measures that do not privilege any subgroups over 
others but rather can be assessed across all levels of linguistic and cognitive functioning. 
Clearly, the need to incorporate autistic perspectives into ASD research does not detract 
from the importance of objective measures, but rather contributes an additional methodology to 
the current repertoire.  As these different lines of evidence increasingly converge on a more 
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nuanced understanding of social motivation in ASD, it is incumbent upon researchers to revise 
the Social Motivation Theory accordingly. 
 
4.3  A Revised Social Motivation Theory of Autism 
 As a relatively recent hypothesis of ASD pathogenesis, first proposed less than a decade 
ago, the Social Motivation Theory of ASD is still in its infancy.  In the seminal paper describing 
this theory, Chevallier et al.15 stated that “social motivation deficits [...] ought to appear in all or 
nearly all individuals with ASD.”  Considering the characteristic heterogeneity of ASD, it is 
unsurprising that social motivation would be highly variable as well.  Indeed, the two studies 
described in this dissertation revealed considerable diversity among human subjects and even 
among genetically identical mice; the literature review similarly showed not only variability 
across studies, but often substantial variability within studies, with distributions of ASD and TD 
results often considerably overlapping.  Therefore, at a minimum, the Social Motivation Theory 
should be amended to account for these findings, affirming that social motivation exists on a 
continuum and may be more or less affected in a given individual.  
Future studies may employ standardized assays, such as the two presented here, to look 
for subpopulations of individuals with ASD who share a particular profile of social motivation.*   
Identifying such subtypes would be valuable both for uncovering the mechanisms of ASD and 
for the development of targeted interventions.  Investigating sex differences in social motivation 
will be informative as well.  Several recent studies suggest that among ASD participants, girls 
 
* Interestingly, despite their assertion that social motivation should be impaired in “all or nearly all” cases of ASD, 
Chevallier et al.14 also mention near the end of that manuscript that “ASDs are notably heterogeneous. [...] It is 




show significantly greater social motivation than boys; one eye-tracking task found intact social 
orienting among girls with ASD at levels comparable to TD girls,16 and a neuroimaging study 
found greater striatal activation to social reward in ASD-diagnosed girls than boys.17  Given the 
strong male bias in ASD prevalence,18 these differences will be important to explore further. 
Many other intriguing aspects of social motivation in ASD also remain to be explored.  A 
very recent meta-analysis of studies investigating the social orienting and social reward aspects 
of social motivation reported that while reduced social orienting in ASD shows strong evidence, 
with a medium pooled effect size (d = 0.50), the literature on social reward is much more sparse 
and conflicting with a smaller effect size (d = 0.24).19  The authors thus discuss the possibility 
that social motivation may have dissociable components, citing a recent study that showed gaze 
direction is less predictive of subsequent choice behavior among individuals with higher autistic 
traits.20  Another thought-provoking line of research suggests that while social motivation may 
be initially intact for many people with ASD, it is influenced by learned negative associations 
arising from interaction between individual and environmental factors.21,22  In this bidirectional 
model, reduced social motivation (and/or reduced behavioral expressions of that motivation) may 
be an adaptive response to negative social experiences.23  Still other accounts focus on the 
increased prevalence of social anxiety among ASD populations, which may contribute to 
reduced social seeking behavior regardless of motivational incentive.24 
Lastly, the specificity of any social motivation deficits in ASD remains a topic of 
ongoing debate.  Many studies point to global reward processing differences, while others 
suggest heightened reward responsivity to nonsocial stimuli, particularly those related to the 
individual’s circumscribed interests.25,26  Conversely, it has been suggested that social motivation 
deficits may not be specific to ASD – several recent reviews conceptualize altered response to 
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social reward as a transdiagnostic entity, showing evidence for various forms of reduced social 
motivation in schizophrenia, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), post-traumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD), and eating disorders in addition to ASD.27,28  Given that the Social 
Motivation Theory attempts to explain only the social dimension of ASD symptomatology and 
does not account for restricted and repetitive behaviors, it seems logical that social motivation 
would be intersecting with additional factors to produce the unique constellation of symptoms 
observed in ASD.  
To date, studies of the Social Motivation Theory of ASD have largely resulted in more 
questions than answers.  Ample opportunities remain to further characterize the relationship 
between ASD and social motivation, from the delineation of motivation-based subpopulations, to 
the mechanisms of altered reward processing, to the ways in which these differences may impact 
the lived experience of individuals on the autism spectrum.  As the field moves toward more 
translational behavioral assays that allow clinically meaningful studies in animal models, as well 
as more systematic inclusion of autistic perspectives, we will achieve a deeper understanding of 
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Appendix A: Social Attention During Object Engagement Coding Scheme 
 
SADOE Coding Scheme 
Claire Weichselbaum, revised 5/14/19 
 
Engaged with focal toy = child engages in at least 10 seconds of interaction with and/or 
proximity to any designated high-value toy (Sesame Street popup, piano toy, or animal sounds 
toy), beginning with physical contact and ending with moving away from toy or engaging with a 
different object 
- Focal toy must be on flat surface (i.e. not being carried around) 
- If child disengages for < 3 seconds and re-engages with focal toy, count as a single 
engagement 
- If child picks up a second toy but is also still actively engaged with focal toy (looking at 
it or touching it), the engagement continues until child stops touching focal toy 
- If child looks toward experimenter/caregiver at the end of an engagement, even if they 
are no longer touching the focal toy, the engagement continues until the child looks away 
from experimenter/caregiver and engages with another object 
- Total time engaged with focal toys across entire video must be at least 1 min 
Toy look = child orients eyes toward focal toy (if toy includes multiple pieces, can look at any 
piece) 
 
Caregiver look spontaneous = child spontaneously orients eyes toward caregiver face (no 
external stimuli within previous 3 seconds) 
 
Caregiver look response to name call = child orients eyes toward caregiver face in response to 
name calling within previous 3 seconds (does not include using name within a longer sentence) 
 
Caregiver look response to touch = child orients eyes toward caregiver face in response to 
physical touch anywhere on child’s body within previous 3 seconds 
 
Caregiver look response to child-directed = child orients eyes toward caregiver face in 
response to child-directed speech or movement within previous 3 seconds 
 
Caregiver look response to non-child-directed = child orients eyes toward caregiver face in 
response to non-child-directed speech or movement within previous 3 seconds 
 
Experimenter look spontaneous = child spontaneously orients eyes toward experimenter face 
(no external stimuli within previous 3 seconds) 
 
Experimenter look response to name call = child orients eyes toward experimenter face in 




Experimenter look response to touch = child orients eyes toward experimenter face in 
response to physical touch anywhere on child’s body within previous 3 seconds 
 
Experimenter look response to child-directed = child orients eyes toward experimenter face in 
response to child-directed speech or movement within previous 3 seconds 
 
Experimenter look response to non-child-directed = child orients eyes toward experimenter 
face in response to non-child-directed speech or movement within previous 3 seconds 
 
Additional notes: 
- Do not code times when the child’s face or the toy they are playing with is not visible (if 
this is an issue for the majority of the video, exclude that video) 
- Do not code videos without audio (need audio to tell if looks are elicited or responsive) 
- OK to code looks toward experimenter/caregiver when the adult is off-camera, as long as 
there is clear evidence that the child was looking at adult (e.g. adult responds verbally) 
- Record in your notes which focal toys the child played with 
 
 
Protocol for Video Scoring 
 
1. Open BORIS 
2. File > Open Project > ADOS video scoring.boris 
3. Observations > New observation 
a.  Observation ID = subject ID  
b. “Add media”, select ADOS video file 
c. Click “start” 
4. Code at 1x speed, pausing and rewinding as necessary 
a. Only code looks during periods when child is engaged with focal toy! 
5. Save periodically 
6. Export data files: 
a. Analysis > Time Budget > select current observation then “OK”, then “Save 
results”, name file “[ID number]-export” and save as file type .xlsx 
b. OPTIONAL:  Observations > Export Events > select current observation then 
“OK”,  then “OK”, then name file “[ID number]-events” and save as file type 
.xlsx 
c. OPTIONAL:  Analysis > Plot Events > Plot Events > select current observation 
then “OK”, then “OK, then click Save icon in upper toolbar and name file “[ID 
number]-plot” 
7. Close BORIS, save exported files to flash drive 
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Appendix C: Social Operant Conditioning Protocol 
 
 
Social Operant Protocol 
Revised 1/17/18 
 
A.  Prep Days Before Testing 
1.  Handle all mice every day for THREE DAYS before testing begins 
2.  Habituate social operant mice to the sound of the doors ONE DAY before testing begins, for 
20 min, by placing their cages (lids off) on top of the operant chamber while the doors are 
continuously moving up and down (turn on the USB hub while the operant system is off to make 
them move continuously); also habituate stim mice by placing in side chambers during this time 
3.  Mark tails on all group-housed mice (stim mice) 










B.  Prep Each Day of Testing 
1.  Bring in animals to habituate to the room for 30 min 
2.  Place pre-cut paper towel liners in operant chamber trays 
3.  Turn on operant system (switch is on far right of power supply cabinet) 
4.  Turn on USB hub powering arduinos (looks like a mini power strip) 
5.  Open AnyMaze and MED-PC on computer 
















To Test Mouse Doors: 
1.  Ensure operant system and USB hub are turned on 
2.  Open MED-PC on computer 
3.  Click “Load” button; in the Load window, check all boxes, ensure Program is 
“SocialFR1” (leave other columns blank), then click “Apply” and then “OK” 
5.  Click the “Send” button; in the Send window, check all boxes and click “OK” 
6.  All operant boxes should now be functional; test by sticking a finger in the 
correct nosepoke hole of each 
7.  When finished testing, click the “Stop” button; in the Stop window, select 
“Stop, discard data”, check all boxes, and click “OK” 
 
Run Order Tips:   
-  Ideally each box should be used for males or females only 
-  Stimulus mice can only be used once per day 
-  Test mice should see a novel stim mouse every day for the 
first 5 days (okay to repeat stim mice once each after that) 
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C.  Starting Each Run 
1.  Load program:  In MED-PC, click “Load” button; in the Load window, check all boxes that 
will be used, ensure Program is set to “SocialFR1” (or other desired program), then enter Subject 
(e.g. “1.1”) and Experiment (e.g. “Dougherty090617”), and click “Apply” then “OK” 
2.  Put in all stimulus mice, ensuring lids are placed securely on top (but not so close to the door 
that they will block it from raising) 
3.  Start cameras recording:  In AnyMaze, go to the “Test” tab and click the red circle 
“Record” button in each camera view; enter a filename that includes the Experiment, Subject, 
and Day (e.g. “Dougherty090617_1.1_day3”) 
4.  Start operant task in first 5 boxes:  In MED-PC, click the “Send” button; in the Send 
window, check boxes 1-5 and click “Issue” 
5.  Put in first 5 test mice, close chambers, close cabinets (nosepoke hole lights should be on) 
6.  Start operant task in remaining boxes:  In MED-PC, click the “Send” button; in the Send 
window, check boxes 6-10 and click “Issue” then “Close” 
7.  Put in remaining 5 test mice, close chambers, close cabinets (nosepoke hole lights should be 
on) 
8.  Wait 60 minutes, until MED-PC time column reads 60 (no longer counting up) 
 
D.  Ending Each Run 
1.  MED-PC will stop automatically 
2.  Stop cameras recording:  In AnyMaze, click the square “Stop” button 
3.  Take out test mice and return to home cages 
4.  Take out stimulus mice and return to home cages 
 
D.  Cleaning 
1.  Spray side chamber lids with nolvasan and wipe down 
2.  Spray interior of operant chamber with nolvasan and wipe down (each wall, door, floor bars) 
3.  Pick up feces in side chamber, then spray with nolvasan and wipe down 
4.  Remove tray, throw away paper towel liner, spray with nolvasan, replace with fresh paper 
towel  à If the last run of the day, spray both sides of tray with nolvasan, stack, let dry overnight 
5.  Leave cabinet doors open to air out overnight 
 
 
  MED-PC Buttons:  




Appendix D: Social Operant Invention Summary 
WU Technology #019301 
 
Social Reward Add-On for Mouse Operant Conditioning Chambers 
Technology Description 
Investigators at Washington University have developed an add-on device for mouse operant 
conditioning chambers to enable the delivery of social rewards. Social interaction is a potent 
reward for mice and other social species but is difficult to deliver in a controlled and consistent 
manner, and thus its mechanisms have been under-studied compared to rewards such as food and 
drugs of abuse. Growing evidence suggests that motivation for social rewards is a critical driver 
of social behavior, and that it may be disrupted in conditions of social impairment such as autism 
spectrum disorder (ASD); this has necessitated the design of a robust method for the quantitative 
assessment of social motivation in preclinical models. Over the past three years, the Washington 
University team has optimized a device that allows for automated, customizable and consistent 
delivery of social reward within any existing operant conditioning apparatus.  
As shown in the diagram below, the device consists of a stimulus mouse enclosure separated 
from the operant chamber by a motorized door system, which is controlled by the behavior of the 
test mouse (i.e. nose-poking or lever-pressing). To deliver a reward, the door raises allowing 
interaction between mice for a 
specified period of time; a barrier 
in the doorway permits visual, 
olfactory, and tactile contact while 
keeping both mice contained in 
their respective enclosures. 
Optimization of parameters such 
as reward duration, timeout 
period, enclosure size, lighting 
conditions, habituation procedure, 
and training schedule has led to a 
final design and protocol that 
produces a robust reward-seeking 
response in wildtype mice, with 
sufficient dynamic range to detect 
increased or decreased responding 
in disease models. 
 
Stage of Research 
The social reward device has been developed and extensively tested with the Med Associates 
Inc. mouse operant conditioning chambers and MED-PC V software. Across multiple cohorts of 
Diagram by Katie McCullough 
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wildtype mice, the majority of animals successfully learned the task within 15 days, and several 
models of social impairment showed the expected decrease in responding for social rewards. 
Specifically, it has been shown that: 
• Wildtype mice will work harder for access to a social partner than simply to open a door 
in the absence of a stimulus animal 
• Administration of an oxytocin receptor antagonist reduced both the number of mice that 
successfully learned the task and the number of rewards they received 
• A genetic model of ASD also showed significantly reduced learning of the task and fewer 
social rewards compared to wildtypes  
 
Applications 
Behavioral studies of sociality, reward, motivation, addiction, and disorders of social behavior 
such as ASD 
 
Key Advantages 
• Objective, quantitative measure of social motivation based on decades of operant 
conditioning research 
• Validated, consistent delivery of a social stimulus including visual, olfactory, and tactile 
contact 
• Training duration is comparable to operant conditioning protocols for other rewards 
(food, etc) 
• Animals do not need to be isolation housed or otherwise disturbed between training 
sessions 
• Design optimized to promote interaction while minimizing stress, allows video tracking 
of both animals   
• Door system interfaces with operant chamber software and video tracking software via 
custom scripts 
• Compatible with existing operant conditioning equipment rather than requiring an 
entirely new system 
